Industrial Designer
Taipei
Your work will explore a wide range of design fields and you will be applying
your knowledge and skills to a rich portfolio of projects, addressing diverse
clients, composed of both renowned companies such as Samsung, Kia,
Bosch, as well as some of the most promising start-ups. We will welcome
you in our international, multicultural and multidisciplinary team, constantly
shaping both yours and our future towards the greatest it can be.

You will be
An Industrial Designer in our Taipei office, directly involved in:


Concept Sketches, PPT presentations, renderings, colour proposals,
graphical works



Pre-CAID work in Rhino for ID definition



Project & Concept & ID results presentation to our clients



Assisting in sales action when required, by calling and/or visiting
prospects



Using your creative ability to: inform sales about new opportunities,
up-sell, introduce new clients, find new business areas

You are
An enthusiastic and motivated person, with a hands-on working attitude and
a professional conduct and behaviour, as well as a fluent English speaker,
with at least 3 to 5 years’ experience in Industrial Design, able to work in a
multi-cultural, highly independent environment.

You have


Strong sketching ability



3 to 5 years of experience in 3C and medical product design



Good sense of form and design detailing



Excellent 3D modelling skills



2D Photoshop rendering.

We are excited to receive your application!
Please fill in the application form and send it together with your motivation
letter and digital portfolio (PDF or URL) to jobs.tw@pilotfish.eu. Please
submit your application and resume in English.
Please note that due to the high number of applications coming our way, we
are unfortunately unable to always provide a written reply. However, you can
always call us at (+886) 2 2659 1226 and we will provide an update on your
application

Who we are
Pilotfish is an international design and innovation company based in Taiwan,
Germany and The Netherlands. Our team of designers and engineers
develop cool, innovative and exciting products. We specialize in designing,
engineering and production of cool and intelligent products for the
consumer, professional, medical and transportation industries. We work for
famous brands all over the world.

www.pilotfish.eu
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